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2024 Airstream Classic 30RB Twin $194
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Description 2024 Airstream Classic 30RB Twin, $194,200 *MSRP is subject to change by
manufacturer Airstream RV Classic travel trailer 30RB Twin highlights: Rear Twin
Beds Private Vanity and Toilet Oceanair Day/Night Shades Powered Lounge
Three Hanging Wardrobes ? Make plans to see the country in style with this
Classic travel trailer in tow. The rear twin beds in the rear bedroom will provide a
great night's rest, plus there is a nightstand here to store your phone, book, or
tablet. Your guests can sleep on the powered lounge or dinette , and there is a
Smart LED HDTV to enjoy your favorite shows. You'll look forward to cleaning up
each day with the removable handheld aerating shower head and a heated towel
bar for all-around comfort. The chef of the family will have a convection
microwave and a stainless steel three burner cooktop to prepare meals each day,
and there is a 12 volt 10. cu. refrigerator to store perishables.? ? When it comes to
full-time luxury living on the road, none other will do than a Classic travel trailer by
Airstream. The sophisticated interior includes Ultraleather seating , a luxurious
bathroom, handcrafted hardwood cabinetry , and a top-of-the-line kitchen with
premium appliances. You will appreciate the rear-view monitoring system to
easily park your trailer at the campsite, plus there are four powered heavy duty
stabilizer jacks for easy set up. After you've unpacked, set up the powered ZipDee
patio awning and adjust the LED dimmable awning light as you enjoy a cold drink.
The Classic travel trailers also include QuiteStream climate control that cools
your unit quietly and evenly for a truly comfortable environment!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21151666
VIN Number: 35764-21151666
Condition: New
Length: 30

Item address Monticello, Minnesota, United States
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